
Take cleaning              
off your mind 

Robot Vacuum
Automatic Dirt Disposal

i3+

Cleans up after you,  
and itself
The i3+ picks up after you and after 
itself, emptying dirt and dust into an 
AllergenLock™ bag so you don’t have  
to think about vacuuming for up to  
two months.

Navigates purposefully 
and logically
Gets the job done. Intelligent, straight 
line navigation uses floor tracking  
sensors to clean purposefully and  
logically in neat rows.

Dirt, be gone
Vacuums stubborn messes with a 
3-Stage Cleaning System that uses  
Dual Multi-Surface Rubber Brushes  
and 10X the Power-Lifting Suction*. 



YEARS
Robotics Expertise 
& Innovation

With 30 years of robotic expertise  
and continuous innovation, iRobot®  
has optimized our Roomba® robot 
vacuum to help thoroughly clean  
floors in homes around the world.

Roomba® i3 features:

Specifications
PRODUCT 

 SKU  i355840

 Robot Dimensions (cm) 34 x 34.2 x 9.25

 Robot Weight (kg) 3.18

  Filter Type High-Efficiency

 Battery Type Lithium-Ion

 Bin Volume 0.4 liter

BOX CONTENTS 

Roomba® i3 Robot Vacuum

Clean Base® Automatic Dirt Disposal

2 AllergenLock Bags

1 Extra Filter

Line Cord 

SHIPPING 

 Retail Box UPC 885155023643

 Retail Box EAN 5060629983325

 Master Carton UPC 10885155023640

 Master Carton EAN 5060629983332

 Robots per Master 1

 Retail Box 51 x 42 x 40 
 Dimensions (cm)  

 Master Carton 52.5 x 43.5 x 42 
 Dimensions (cm) 

 Retail Box Weight (kg) 9.8

 Master Carton Weight (kg)  10.8

 Retail Units Per Pallet 12 

*Compared to Roomba®  600 Series AeroVac™ System

**Works with Google Home and Alexa enabled devices

Gets the job done right

Experience a comprehensive clean with 
Dual Multi-Surface Rubber Brushes and 10X 
the Power-Lifting Suction* that pulls in dirt, 
debris, and pet hair from wherever it hides, 
along with an Edge-Sweeping Brush to take 
care of the details. 

Helps finish the job

Sensors tell it where it can and cannot 
reach, which means less getting stuck on 
furniture and more knowing where to go. 
And with Dirt Detect™ sensors, it can focus 
cleaning where it’s needed most, like the 
dirtiest areas of your home. 

One step ahead of a mess 

Learns your cleaning habits and suggests 
schedules to meet your needs. It also  
recommends things you might not  
even think of – like extra cleaning during 
allergy season – making suggestions  
that benefit you.

Cleans up after you, and itself

Forget about vacuuming for months at a 
time with the Clean Base® Automatic Dirt 
Disposal that allows the i3+ to empty itself 
for up to 60 days. AllergenLock™ Bags  
capture and trap 99% of pollen and mold.

Purposeful. Logical. Neat.

Won’t stop till the job is done. Purposefully 
and logically cleans in neat rows and uses 
floor tracking sensors to navigate your 
home. When its running low on battery it 
recharges and resumes right where it left 
off, ensuring a complete clean. 

Clean without lifting a finger 

Keep doing what you’re doing. Through the 
iRobot app or your Google or Alexa voice 
assistant, simply tell your robot to clean – 
and consider it done.
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